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ABSTRACT
The advent of Web3 technologies promises unprecedented levels of
user control and autonomy. However, this decentralization shifts
the burden of security onto the users, making it crucial to under-
stand their security behaviors and perceptions. To address this, our
study introduces a comprehensive framework that identifies four
core components of user interaction within the Web3 ecosystem:
blockchain infrastructures, Web3-based Decentralized Applications
(DApps), online communities, and off-chain cryptocurrency plat-
forms. We delve into the security concerns perceived by users in
each of these components and analyze the mitigation strategies
they employ, ranging from risk assessment and aversion to diversi-
fication and acceptance. We further discuss the landscape of both
technical and human-induced security risks in the Web3 ecosys-
tem, identify the unique security differences between Web2 and
Web3, and highlight key challenges that render users vulnerable,
to provide implications for security design in Web3.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Security and privacy→ Usability in security and privacy.
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1 INTRODUCTION
As the next generation of the Internet, Web3 aims to establish a
transparent, decentralized ecosystem that does not rely on any
centralized entities, thereby restoring data and asset ownership
to the users [108]. Constructed on the foundation of blockchain
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technology, Web3 encompasses various components such as de-
centralized applications (DApps), non-fungible tokens (NFTs), and
distributed autonomous organizations (DAOs). It is projected to
grow into a six trillion-dollar industry by 2023 [69, 101, 102]. The
engagement of governmental entities, exemplified by the Hong
Kong government, also highlights its potential for economic innova-
tion [45, 46, 113]. However, the complexity of Web3’s technologies
also introduces significant security risks, such as smart contract vul-
nerabilities [73, 83, 86] and private key leakage [30, 54, 65, 81, 91],
leading to substantial financial losses, exemplified by the 200million
USD lost to hacker attacks in Q2 2023 [19].

In contrast to the traditional Web server architecture, commonly
known as the Web2, where the safeguarding of user data is highly
dependent on security mechanisms implemented by the centralized
service providers, the decentralization of Web3 eliminates the au-
thority of these entities [108]. This implies that users must protect
their own security to a greater extent instead of relying on other
institutions. For example, Web3 users need to control their own
private keys independently [23, 58, 112]. The distinctive responsi-
bility of users to ensure their own security means that the security
of their digital assets and even the entire ecosystem is heavily in-
fluenced by their security behavior. Therefore, comprehending
users’ perceptions of security emerges as a critical endeavor, as
it could not only deepen our understanding of their safety behavior
but also guide the improvement of more robust systems.

Despite the importance of the user’s responsibility in the secu-
rity landscape of Web3, much of the existing academic research
has concentrated on the technical layers of Web3 security, with a
distinct lack of focus on the user’s perspective. We strive to fill
this gap by investigating user-perceived security risks and their
adopted mitigation strategies in the Web3 ecosystem. Our study is
to enhance the security and user experience in Web3, driven by a
holistic understanding of user behavior and concerns. We propose
the following research questions (RQs) to guide our inquiry:
RQ1: What security risks do users perceive at different layers of

the Web3 ecosystem?
RQ2: What mitigation strategies have users adopted to address

concerns at different layers of the Web3 ecosystem?
In this paper, we employ a two-stage study to address these

two RQs. Firstly, we construct a Web3 ecosystem user interaction
framework to facilitate the understanding of user interaction behav-
iors through observational research and open coding analysis. This
framework comprises four layers: the blockchain system, Web3
DApp, online community, and off-chain cryptocurrency ecosystem.
Secondly, based on this framework, we conduct semi-structured
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interviews (n = 21) to ascertain their perceived security risks at dif-
ferent layers of the Web3 ecosystem and the strategies they employ
to mitigate these risks. Our findings reveal 12 security concerns
expressed by users at various interaction levels and four types of
measures implemented to address these concerns.

This paper makes three distinct contributions:
• First, through our research, we have gained an in-depth un-
derstanding of the security issues that are of primary concern
to users when utilizing Web3, thereby better comprehending
their apprehensions. This provides a novel perspective for
research on security challenges in the blockchain domain.

• Second, our study develops a user interaction framework for
the Web3 ecosystem, identifying security concerns across
interaction layers. The framework also serves as a foundation
in Web3 security based on user perspective, providing a
comprehensive viewpoint for future research.

• Third, we have focused on understanding how users protect
themselves when facing security challenges at different lay-
ers of theWeb3 ecosystem, an aspect that has been neglected
in previous research. This provides design implications for
enhancing Web3 security from a user’s perspective.

2 RELATEDWORK
In this section, we explore the existing work concerning the Web3
ecosystem’s security challenges and user perceptions. We aim to
identify the gaps that our research addresses, particularly in light of
how users perceive and mitigate security risks inWeb3 applications.

2.1 Security Challenge in Web3 Ecosystem
The Web3 ecosystem represents an evolved form of decentralized
digital infrastructure, substantially built on blockchain technology.
It is designed to foster a user-centric internet experience by en-
abling features such as decentralized finance (DeFi), DAOs, and
peer-to-peer digital asset transactions without the need for cen-
tralized intermediaries. According to Zhou et al. [115], the security
challenges within the Web3 framework can be systematically cate-
gorized into five distinct layers: network layer, blockchain consen-
sus layer, smart contract layer, protocol layer, and auxiliary services
layer. Each of these layers targets different aspects of the ecosystem:
the network and blockchain consensus layers primarily address
the blockchain system itself; the smart contract layer focuses on
contract implementation; and the protocol and auxiliary services
layers are concerned with the design and functionality of Web3 ap-
plications. Below, we provide a succinct exploration of these layers
in terms of three broad categories.

Blockchain System: This category encapsulates both the net-
work and blockchain consensus layers. Vulnerabilities at this foun-
dational level have extensive repercussions for the entire Web3
ecosystem. Research has covered an array of threats such as Eclipse
attacks [37, 43], Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks [61,
90], and anomalies in consensus mechanisms like double-spending
attacks [10]. While these studies make invaluable contributions
from a technical standpoint, they often neglect the user experience
and perception of these challenges.

Smart Contract: Positioned at the core of transactional logic
within the Web3 ecosystem, the smart contract layer involves pro-
grammable contracts that execute automatically under predeter-
mined conditions. Academic discourse has provided a rich technical
analysis of vulnerabilities, including reentrancy issues [73, 86] and
delegate call injection attacks [83]. However, these works seldom
delve into how users navigate or perceive these vulnerabilities.

Web3 Applications: Incorporating both the protocol and auxil-
iary services layers, this category is where applications like DeFi
and DAOs operate. Previous studies have scrutinized security is-
sues specific to this layer, such as sandwich attacks [76, 99, 114]
and flash loan attacks [77, 96]. Although some research has pro-
posed real-time detection tools [94, 99, 109, 111], these solutions
are highly technical and often overlook the actual user experience
and security perception.

The security of the Web3 ecosystem necessitates a joint effort
from two ends, which are the users and the underlying technology.
We do recognize the importance of technology solutions. How-
ever, while these works have produced an extensive analysis of
the technical security challenges of Web3, such as smart contract
vulnerabilities, DeFi risks [15, 74, 94, 115], and the deployment of
protective technologies [3, 11, 57, 59, 82, 95], security incidents and
user losses persist unabatedly [100]. Consequently, we consider
conducting the endeavors from a comprehensive understanding
of the user end which is currently overlooked. There is a pressing
need to understand not only the security vulnerabilities and their
technical remedies but also the users’ perspectives on these vulner-
abilities, their responses to technical solutions, and the measures
they adopt—or neglect—to safeguard themselves. This understand-
ing is crucial as it provides valuable insights for developing more
effective security policies and fostering a secure Web3 environment.

2.2 Security Awareness of Web3 Users
User perception of security in the Web3 ecosystem has gradually
garnered attention, with a growing body of work addressing this
crucial aspect. Most of these studies, however, have primarily fo-
cused on two main areas: private key management for digital wal-
lets [65, 81, 91] and cryptocurrency asset management [30, 54].
Only a few studies have focused on the exploration of user percep-
tion within the realm of DeFi [99]. These topics indeed serve as the
cornerstone for understanding how users interact securely within
the Web3 space but they lack comprehensiveness.

For ordinary users, the complexities of encryption techniques
and key management can be daunting [65, 81, 91]. Instances abound
where mishandling of private keys has led to irreversible loss of as-
sets. Scholars have proposed a variety of solutions from diverse per-
spectives, such as the utilization of cold wallets [51, 87], mnemonic
backups [79], and multi-signature methods [41, 60, 68]. However,
these studies have often not been integrated with an understanding
of user perceptions, which is crucial for their practical application.
Consequently, it remains uncertain whether these strategies can
effectively mitigate the risk of key loss from the user’s perspective.

Managing cryptocurrency portfolios introduces another layer of
complexity and risk [30, 54]. Research indicates that users often lack
sufficient knowledge to implement security measures effectively, ex-
acerbated by challenges related to trust and privacy [30, 50, 81, 92].
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Various studies also have attempted to cluster users based on their
behavior and security perceptions concerning cryptocurrency man-
agement [1, 22, 32, 92], yet these efforts fail to provide a complete
picture of the user experience in the Web3 space.

Furthermore, despite the issue of DeFi security within the Web3
ecosystem having increasingly garnered attention, there remains
a dearth of user security awareness studies on this subject. For
instance, Wang et al. [99] conducted research on users’ awareness
of the security risk posed by sandwich attacks in DeFi. However, this
investigation was narrowly focused on a single security risk within
the DeFi domain, thereby lacking in comprehensiveness. Other
studies explore user perceptions on DeFi topics like auditing [28, 47]
and stablecoins [40] but overlook security.

Previous studies were limited to narrow topics within the Web3
ecosystem and had a fragmented understanding of users, lacking
a systematic summary covering user security awareness and miti-
gation strategies. Our objective is to fill these gaps by proposing
a framework that helps understand user interactions in the Web3
ecosystem, guiding to a comprehensive, fundamental view of user
perception and behavior, thereby providing a theoretical basis for
improving the security of the ecosystem.

3 USER INTERACTIONS IN WEB3 ECOSYSTEM
We conducted an observational study to gain a foundational under-
standing of how users interact within the Web3 ecosystem. This
preparatory study informed the design of our subsequent in-depth
interviews, enabling us to design the interview protocol.

3.1 Study Method
To understand user interactions in the Web3 ecosystem, our obser-
vational study consisted of two key steps: information collection
and open coding analysis.

We selected Ethereum as the focus of our observational study due
to its leading Total Value Locked (TVL) and the extensive number
of active protocols it hosts [20]. Our primary data was sourced
from three key information channels listed on “ethereum.org”, the
official website of the Ethereum Foundation. These sources offer
insights into how users interact within the ecosystem. Appendix A
contains a sample list of our sources of information.

• Officially LinkedArticles:These are found in ethereum.org’s
“Introduction to Web” section. They serve as both introduc-
tory resources and tutorials, detailing various interactive
applications and outlining step-by-step user interactions
with specific DApps.

• On-chain Web3 DApps: Links from the above articles and
the Ethereum official website direct users to specific DApp
homepages. For example, various DeFi projects such as lend-
ing, exchanges, liquid staking, and bridges, as well as the
NFT marketplaces. These sites typically feature interactive
sections and list tools necessary for user interaction.

• Community-based User Discussions:We observed user
interactions on the official community platform provided
by DApps, such as Discord. Users frequently share their
activities with the project operators and others, providing
insight into their interactions within the Web3 ecosystem.

We employed a hybrid coding method of deductive and induc-
tive thematic analysis [29, 44] to dissect the data gathered from our
primary sources. The deductive approach facilitated the establish-
ment of five predefined themes, while the inductive coding process
enabled the organization of four core user interaction scenarios
that are frequently employed in this study. The detailed process
of developing and iterating the framework using these two coding
methods is described in Appendix B.

3.2 User Interaction Framework within the
Web3 Ecosystem

The final user interaction framework within theWeb3 ecosystem is
depicted in Figure 1. This framework identifies the four primary sce-
narios of user interaction within the Web3 ecosystem: blockchain
systems, Web3 DApps, online communities, and off-chain cryp-
tocurrency ecosystems. Although the framework does not specifi-
cally encompass DApps such as games and the Metaverse, which
preserve certain Web2 interaction paradigms (e.g., genres like the
multiplayer online battle arena, commonly known as MOBA) [104],
the generalizability is not compromised. This is attributed to the
fact that fundamental interactions like liquidity mining, staking,
and NFT trading in these DApps are often mirrored in other specific
DApps, ensuring the framework’s broad universality.

3.2.1 User Interactions with the Blockchain System. User interac-
tion within the blockchain system spans reference points 1-3 in
Figure 1 and includes a variety of behaviors, such as accessing spe-
cific blockchain networks and submitting transactions. In addition
to users, blockchain operators develop and maintain the network
and its protocols, and miners and verifiers process on-chain trans-
actions. 1) Users have two main interaction options: the first is
running an independent node to join the network, which requires
technical expertise; the second, more common approach involves se-
lecting a chain via digital wallet software for asset management and
transactions. 2) Operators develop and maintain these application
protocols. 3) Miners and verifiers validate and package transactions.
The transaction records packaged on-chain are publicly transparent
and verifiable for any user of the blockchain system.

3.2.2 User Interactions with the Web3 DApp. The interaction be-
tween users and Web3 DApps encompasses reference points 4-9 in
Figure 1 and involves engagingwith smart contracts provided by the
application’s project team. Besides users, DApp operators and other
users are involved stakeholders. 4) Smart contracts of the DApp
are deployed on the blockchain system. 5) When accessing a DApp,
users choose from various DApps deployed on the blockchain and
connect their digital wallet to the DApp, typically through its GUI.
6) Interacting with the DApp involves sending transactions on the
blockchain to call functions in the smart contract. These smart
contracts execute operations based on pre-defined rules and log the
results on the blockchain. The DApp operators are responsible for
maintaining and developing both 7) the smart contracts and 8) the
GUI, with their contact information usually accessible through the
GUI. 9) Smart contracts establish connections between users. For ex-
ample, users can realize customer-to-customer (C2C) transactions
with other users through smart contracts in DApp.
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Figure 1: User Interaction FrameworkwithinWeb3 Ecosystem. In theWeb3 ecosystem, user interactions aremainly concentrated
in four parts: blockchain system,Web3 DApp, online community, and off-chain cryptocurrency ecosystem. The connecting lines
depicted in the diagram are not limited to representing user interactions but also include the activities of other stakeholders
within the ecosystem, as well as the associations between key components. The numerical identifiers associated with the
connecting lines in the figure serve as reference points during the comprehensive elucidation of the framework in Section 3.2.
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3.2.3 User Interactions with the Online Community. The interaction
between users and online communities corresponds to reference
points 10-14 in Figure 1. 10) Users mainly interact with three types
of information sources in online communities, which are operator-
managed information sources, including official websites and user
communities, social media, and third-party information providers.

• Official Website & User Community: The first type of
online community is the official website and user commu-
nity, which are both managed by the blockchain system and
Web3 DApp operators. The operators of the 11) blockchain
system and 12) DApp are responsible for managing andmain-
taining their respective project’s official website and user
community. On the official website, the operator displays
basic project information, technical documents, and com-
munity information. They also maintain official accounts in
user communities such as online forums, blogs, or chatrooms,
where they regularly release information. Users can access
project-related information through the official website and
engage in discussions or interactions with other users in
various communities.

• SocialMedia:The second type of online community is social
media, represented by platforms such as Twitter. On these
platforms, in addition to viewing the information released
by official accounts, users can also follow many key opinion
leaders (KOLs) in the Web3 community. Additionally, users
can connect with other users on social media to exchange
information and ideas.

• Third-Party InformationProvider:The last type of online
community is the third-party information provider, which
can be categorized into threemain groups. 13) The first group
includes data analysis tools, such as the Ethereum blockchain
explorer Etherscan [24], which records detailed information
such as transaction data on the Ethereum chain. The sec-
ond group comprises news portals, such as CryptoSlate [17],
which provide users with timely news briefings related to
Web3. 14) The third group consists of security audit com-
panies, such as ImmuneBytes [48], which offer users smart
contract audit reports. By interacting with these providers,
users can easily access the information they desire.

3.2.4 User Interactions with the Off-chain Cryptocurrency Ecosys-
tem. Interactions in off-chain cryptocurrency markets are a signifi-
cant part of the Web3 ecosystem, as detailed in Figure 1 reference
points 15 to 18. Off-chain interactions primarily occur through cen-
tralized exchanges (CEXes) and are often favored for simple token
transactions or for avoiding on-chain gas fees. 15) Users can engage
in direct asset trading on these off-chain platforms. 16) To transfer
assets to a blockchain, users must provide their wallet address to
the centralized exchange to facilitate the transfer. 17) Users can also
interact with the other users of CEXes to conduct C2C transactions.
18) Lastly, CEXes are regulated by governmental bodies such as the
Securities Regulatory Commission, making their official documents
an additional valuable source of information for users.

4 INTERVIEW STUDY METHOD
In this section, we provide details about ethical considerations,
recruitment, the research procedure, as well as design limitations.

4.1 Ethical Considerations
This study has been approved by the Institutional Review Board
(IRB) at the University of Macau where the study was conducted.
We did not collect any personally identifiable information from our
participants. During our semi-structured interviews, we ensured
that participants were aware of their right to decline to answer
any questions without any impact on their participation compensa-
tion. The responses we cite in our findings are meant to illustrate
patterns of user behavior, not unique or potentially identifiable
circumstances of any individual.

4.2 Recruitment and Demographics
Web3 users chat on messaging platforms like Discord, Telegram,
and Twitter are common places for discussion and information
sharing [38]. To recruit participants for our study, we used the
direct recruitment (n = 19) combined with snowball sampling (n
= 5) method. We initially reached out to users in group chats on
platforms, including Discord channels, Telegram discussion groups,
and Twitter. We disseminated recruitment information, clarified
the purpose of our research, and explained the methods we would
employ to gather information.

Our recruitment and interview processeswere intertwined rather
than independent. Before the interview process, potential partic-
ipants are guided through an exclusion procedure, as detailed in
Appendix C. This process involves a series of questions to ascertain
their interaction level and experience within the Web3 ecosystem.

During the interviews, we inquired if the directly recruited par-
ticipants could share our recruitment information within their net-
works, leading to an additional 5 participants across four snowball
sampling chains. We ensured balanced representation to prevent
sample homogeneity domination by any single chain. This method,
effective in capturing diverse perspectives, is common in previous
studies [39, 70, 72]. In total, we contacted 24 (19 + 5) potential par-
ticipants and interviewed 21 (16 + 5) who met our criteria. Table 1
summarizes participants’ demographics.

4.3 Semi-structure Interview
Interviews were conducted between June and August 2023. We
conducted interviews with 21 participants via online audio meeting.
Each interview lasted 50-80 minutes. All interviewees understand
that interviews will be recorded and their statements may be quoted
anonymously in the final report. All data is considered confidential.

Our interview was structured into three distinct sections: per-
sonal information, security concerns, and mitigation strategies.
First, participants were asked to provide personal information such
as their occupation, and the duration of their involvement with
Web3. In the second part, based on the user interaction framework
obtained from our observational study, we designed interview ques-
tions from four aspects: blockchain system, Web3 DApp, online
community, and off-chain cryptocurrency ecosystem. In the third
section, participants were asked about any measures they had taken
to mitigate the security concerns identified in the second section
and the effectiveness of these measures. Follow-up questions were
asked for detailed information about their Web3 interactions. A
complete list of interview questions is provided in Appendix D.
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Table 1: Interview Participants Demographics. In this study, four distinct snowball sampling chains were established, delineated
as follows: 1) P01-P03-P08. 2) P04-P14. 3) P10-P13. 4) P17-P21. The remaining participants were incorporated into the study
through direct recruitment. The participants recruited for this study were drawn from a diverse range of backgrounds, including
technical developers, financial investors, and general users who were attracted to Web3 due to their personal interests. The
participants’ experience with Web3 interactions varied, ranging from several months to multiple years. Although some
participants may not have extensive experience with DApps, they possess sufficient knowledge of cryptocurrencies.

ID Gender Country /Region Use Span Working Industry
P01 M Chinese Mainland >1yr Software Development
P02 M Singapore >1yr Business, Management, or Financial
P03 M Chinese Mainland 6mo-1yr PhD Student (Software Engineering)
P04 F Hong Kong >1yr Business, Management, or Financial
P05 M Chinese Mainland >1yr Software Development
P06 F Chinese Mainland >1yr Business, Management, or Financial
P07 M Malaysia >1yr Web3 Software Development
P08 M Chinese Mainland 6mo-1yr Law
P09 M Taiwan >1yr Undergraduate Student
P10 F Chinese Mainland 3-6mo Business, Management, or Financial
P11 M Chinese Mainland >1yr Software Development
P12 M Taiwan >1yr Undergraduate Student
P13 M Chinese Mainland 6mo-1yr Software Development
P14 F Hong Kong >1yr Key Opinion Leader
P15 M Chinese Mainland >1yr Web3 Software Development
P16 M Chinese Mainland 3-6mo Undergraduate Student
P17 F Chinese Mainland 3-6mo Undergraduate Student
P18 M Chinese Mainland >1yr Network Security
P19 F Singapore >1yr Key Opinion Leader
P20 M Chinese Mainland 6mo-1yr Business, Management, or Financial
P21 M Chinese Mainland >1yr Web3 Security

4.4 Data Analysis
Our methodology for analyzing the interview data involved a joint
inductive-deductive approach, broken down into four principal
steps. This approach aimed to systematically identify both security
concerns and potential mitigations within the Web3 ecosystem.

In the first step, two researchers independently scrutinized a
sample comprising 20% of the total interview transcripts. Each re-
searcher inductively identified emerging themes related to Web3
security, based on thematic analysis [44]. After this initial identifica-
tion, the researchers convened to compare and contrast the themes
each had identified. Discrepancies were discussed, and themes were
refined to generate a codebook specifically designed to capture
Web3 security concerns and mitigation strategies.

To validate the reliability of the codebook, we randomly selected
another 10% of the interview transcripts for independent, deductive
analysis by the two researchers. This resulted in a Cohen’s Kappa
score of 𝜅 = 87.7 [67], indicating high interrater reliability and
mutual understanding of the codebook and its constituent themes.
Disagreements, though rare, were discussed among all researchers
involved, leading to further refinement of the codebook. Lastly, the
remaining 70% of the interview transcripts were divided between
the two researchers, who then deductively applied the refined code-
book. The outcomes of this coding were synthesized into a coherent
set of findings that adhered to the structure of the codebook.

An assessment of data saturation was carried out by listing all
emergent themes according to the sequence of the interviews, from

P01 to P21. Our analysis revealed that no new themes emerged in
the latter interviews, bolstering our confidence in the claim that our
dataset had reached theoretical saturation. Accordingly, we believe
that the framework developed provides a comprehensive insight
into the security landscape of Web3 as perceived by its users.

4.5 Limitation
Our study has identified two principal limitations: the regional
homogeneity of our interviewees and the unbalanced gender repre-
sentation among participants.

Our respondent sample is mainly from Asian countries, espe-
cially mainland China. While the decentralized and global nature
of blockchain technology reduces the likelihood of location-based
bias affecting our conclusions, the geographical focus could intro-
duce localized perspectives or concerns. Although we acknowledge
this, our study serves as an exploratory investigation that offers
initial insights into Web3 security. It is intended to pave the way for
more expansive, geographically diverse studies that could enrich
our understanding of global perspectives on these security issues.

Our participant group exhibits a gender imbalance, with fe-
males constituting only a third of the sample. Existing research
strongly corroborates the gender gap in Web3 and cryptocurrency
sectors [33–35]. This imbalance in our study might limit the range
of security concerns raised, potentially skewing the insights toward
predominantly male perspectives.
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These limitations, while not affecting our core findings, do high-
light areas where additional inquiry is warranted. In terms of ge-
ography, subsequent studies should aim for a broader, more varied
geographical distribution to gain a more holistic understanding of
Web3 security issues. Concerning the gender imbalance, targeted
research focusing on the unique security experiences and percep-
tions of women in the Web3 environment could provide valuable
insights into an often-overlooked segment of this ecosystem.

By consciously addressing these limitations, future research en-
deavors could yield a more comprehensive and nuanced landscape
of Web3 security concerns and solutions.

5 SECURITY CONCERNS WITHWEB3
ECOSYSTEM (RQ1)

Through a combination of in-depth interviews and qualitative anal-
ysis, we have identified 12 primary security concerns that span the
four foundational layers of the Web3 ecosystem: the blockchain
system, Web3 DApps, online communities, and the off-chain cryp-
tocurrency infrastructure. This section will delve into each of these
concerns, providing a user-centric view of the security challenges
at each interaction layer. The breakdown is contained in Table 2.

5.1 User Concerns with Blockchain System
As the foundational layer in the Web3 ecosystem, the blockchain
system is the first point of interaction for users. The majority of re-
spondents indicated a relatively high level of confidence in this
layer’s security. Their trust is largely rooted in the belief that
blockchain systems havematured sufficiently to offer a stable and se-
cure environment. One succinctly put it “If the underlying blockchain
system has problems that make ordinary users feel unsafe, then there
is no point in participating in the blockchain” (P05). However, a
minority did voice concerns, which were chiefly centered around
two aspects: centralization and system reliability.

Centralization. Centralization remains anathema to the funda-
mental tenets of blockchain, which espouse decentralized control
and distributed authority. Users voiced concerns about the exis-
tence of central nodes with disproportionate influence, identifying
them as potential single points of failure. “. . . Perhaps it currently has
very few nodes. If one of these nodes possesses significant computing
power and fails, the entire system could become paralyzed” (P11).

While the majority of participants (17 out of 21) prefer estab-
lished blockchain systems with minimal concerns, a subset har-
bors reservations about engaging with newer blockchains. P19
expressed his concerns when involved in airdrop tasks [26] of a
new blockchain, “Some airdrop tasks necessitate transferring funds
and engaging in other interactive activities on a new chain. My pri-
mary concern is whether an individual or group will exert control over
this new chain and potentially manipulate my transactions” (P19).
The predominant apprehension among these users is the poten-
tial for abuse of power within the blockchain system. In instances
where individuals or organizations controlling a blockchain system
engage in such behavior, they may manipulate transaction data to
the detriment of other users.

System reliability. Reliability stands as another pivotal factor
in shaping user trust. Any glitches, vulnerabilities, or inefficien-
cies can have far-reaching consequences, ranging from data loss to

failed transactions. P04 recounted her unsettling experience when
interacting with a new blockchain, stating, “I don’t know why my
transaction hasn’t arrived after a long time, I don’t know if the chain
is under attack, and I’m not sure if my funds are directly lost” (P04).
Notably, mainstream chains like Ethereum, BSC, and Polygon did
not trigger the same level of concern. Participants cited their long-
standing market presence as a testament to their resilience against
security threats, as P18 noted, “These mainstream chains have op-
erated for extended periods without crashing, demonstrating that
their systems possess comprehensive measures and mechanisms for
resisting and responding to security attacks” (P18).

5.2 User Concerns with Web3 DApp
The Web3 DApps layer is of importance in the user’s journey
through the Web3 ecosystem. Concerns in this realm crystallize
around four distinct categories: rug pulls, smart contract vulnera-
bilities, interactions with untrusted third parties, behavioral habit
leakage, and multi-platform coordination anxiety.

Rug pull. The act of “rug pull”—where a project’s operators en-
tice investment before suddenly withdrawing and nullifying token
value—is a looming threat, particularly in emerging Web3 sectors.
Almost universally, participants conveyed apprehensions about be-
coming rug pull victims. Several admitted to having suffered finan-
cial losses due to such schemes. P09 recounted his experience with a
project that utilized a blind box draw to entice daily investment, “If
you won the blind box, rewards would be returned. The orchestrator
initially lulled users into a false sense of security before altering the
contract on the final day, absconding with a substantial amount of
USDT belonging to users” (P09). Other participants expressed similar
concerns when engaging with unfamiliar projects. “Some project
parties promise high returns and I worry that it may be a scam” (P03).
These security concerns arise from rug pull perpetrated by project
parties and serve to undermine investor confidence while damaging
the reputation and credibility of the broader blockchain ecosystem.

Smart contract mechanical vulnerabilities. Smart contracts are
self-executing contracts with the terms of the agreement directly
written into code. They serve as the backbone of DApps, providing
the rules and logic that govern user interactions. However, the very
features that make smart contracts revolutionary also make them
susceptible to various risks, ranging from inherent design flaws to
exploitable code vulnerabilities.

Interviewees with a technical background overwhelmingly iden-
tified smart contracts as the primary security issue in DApps. Con-
cerns were twofold: firstly, issues arising from the design of the
smart contract mechanism, and secondly, those originating from
code vulnerabilities. For instance, some interviewees cited “po-
tential backdoors, special permissions for contract owners” (P03),
and “deliberately flawed token issuance mechanisms” (P01) as press-
ing concerns. Others pointed out specific code vulnerabilities such
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Table 2: User Concerns with Web3 Ecosystem. We identified 12 security concerns in the Web3 ecosystem across four layers.
These concerns are categorized by their interaction scenarios in the table.

Interaction Scenarios Security Concerns Explanation

Blockchain System
Centralization Some people have too much power to manipulate the entire

system, which deviates from the concept of decentralization.

System reliability The ability of the system to operate stably and resist attacks
and other security threats.

Web3 DApp

Rug pull
DApp teams misuse their control over smart contracts to de-
fraud investors by withdrawing liquidity, manipulating token
prices, or abruptly closing projects.

Smart contract
mechanical

vulnerabilities

Vulnerabilities in smart contract code and design mechanisms
that could be exploited by hackers to steal funds or corrupt
data.

Authorized untrusted
third parties

Authorizing the wallet to an untrusted third party allows them
to transfer assets without notifying the user.

Behavioral habit
leakage

Hackers can learn the on-chain habits of a wallet owner by
studying their transaction records.

Multi-platform
coordination anxiety

Users are worried and uneasy due to the operational complexity
of multi-platform collaboration, security risks, and the uncer-
tainty that cross-platform interactions may bring.

Online Community
Social engineering

attack

Use deceptive means such as phishing to induce the victim to
authorize the private key by using the victim’s curiosity, trust,
greed, and other psychology.

Off-chain
Cryptocurrency

Ecosystem

Compliance
supervision

CEXes are supervised by relevant agencies. If there are any
violations, it will affect its business operations and may lead to
the freezing of user assets.

CEXes collapse CEXes may shut down due to poor management or malicious
activities, leading to user asset loss.

Illegal asset transaction Participate in asset transactions that violate laws and regula-
tions, or receive funds from unknown sources.

Personal privacy
leakage

Personally identifiable information uploaded by Know Your
Customer (KYC) requirements was compromised.

as “integer overflow1” (P18) and “reentrancy attacks2” (P21) as po-
tential pitfalls. Almost universally, these technically inclined users
viewed smart contract security as their most significant worry
during interactions with DApps.

On the flip side, non-technical users appeared less cognizant of
the risks associated with smart contracts. “I am aware that there may
be issues with smart contracts, but I am not sure what specific problems
may arise” (P10). Even more concerning, some displayed misplaced
confidence in the infallibility of deployed smart contracts. “I believe
that contract code that is already running on the blockchain should
not have any problems. If there were any issues, it would not exist on
the blockchain” (P14). This statement was made in the context of
her belief that there are always technically proficient individuals
eager to verify smart contract codes. She holds a strong conviction
1An integer overflow occurs when the result of an arithmetic operation exceeds the
maximum value that can be stored in the integer’s bit representation. For example,
if we add 1 to the maximum value of uint8, which is 255, the result is 0, causing an
integer overflow [28, 56, 93].
2The attacker writes an attacking contract contains the malicious code, calls the
victim’s contract and executes a loop in their own Fallback function to repeatedly
execute a portion of the victim’s contract code, thereby achieving the purpose of the
attack [6, 28, 93].

that if a contract hasn’t been compromised, it signifies that it has
undergone successful verification and is free of issues.

Authorized untrusted third parties. The Web3 DApp ecosystem
includes not only well-intentioned developers and users but also
malicious third parties with the intent to misappropriate assets.
These malevolent actors may abuse user-authorized data, manipu-
late code during transmission, or mimic legitimate projects, thus
posing a range of security risks. Responses from the interviewees
highlighted a generalized but palpable sense of concern and ambi-
guity about interacting with unfamiliar projects. “I’m very worried
about whether there will be some security issues with the projects I
will be interacting with, but I don’t know what they will do to me”
(P09). Instances of rogue actors deploying counterfeit DApps to
mislead users are concerning. These DApps mimic legitimate URLs,
posing a significant risk. P07 expressed this concern, “I fear inadver-
tently accessing a fraudulent project’s homepage and, upon linking
my wallet and authorizing the contract, losing all funds contained
therein” (P07). Given the difficulty of vetting the long-term trust-
worthiness of these entities, respondents indicated that concerns
about unauthorized third parties are likely to persist throughout
their interactions within the Web3 environment.
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Behavioral habit leakage. The transparency and immutability
of blockchain technology can also serve as a double-edged sword,
particularly concerning behavioral habit leakage. Given that all
transactions and activities within DApps are permanently recorded
and publicly available, there is the potential for third parties to ana-
lyze these data for patterns, potentially compromising user privacy.
While most interviewees did not express significant concern about
this issue, a subset was notably apprehensive. P11 indicated that
if hackers could analyze their transaction history, targeted attacks
might follow, “If a hacker analyzes my transaction records through
on-chain data, they may orchestrate a targeted attack” (P11). Most
other respondents (18 out of 21), however, downplayed such fears,
largely attributing their unconcern to not being crypto whales3
Nonetheless, they acknowledged the theoretical risk involved.

Multi-platform coordination anxiety. Engaging withWeb3 DApps
typically involves traversing various platforms, each with its own
set of authentication and authorization demands. This multi-faceted
process not only complicates user interactions but also elevates
the potential for security breaches and fraud. The repeated need
to verify identity and grant permissions across different platforms
inherently increases exposure to such risks. P09 detailed this when
discussing cross-chain bridges, “In the airdrop task, I must acquire
Ethereum tokens, transfer them across chains via bridges, and autho-
rize onmultiple platforms to interact with the desired DApp, increasing
the risk of attacks” (P09). Such concerns were also expressed by
one respondent who was not proficient in English. “Many of the
interactive platforms of Web3 operate in English, a language barrier
for me, so I can only explore them by myself. Additionally, I need to
switch between many platforms. I was worried about accidentally
hitting something in the process” (P13).

5.3 User Concerns with Online Community
Online communities have emerged as an essential interface for
users to interact with the Web3 ecosystem. They serve as a crit-
ical resource for information, opinion sharing, discussion, and
problem-solving. Despite their utility, these platforms are not with-
out risks—most notably the risk of social engineering attacks.

Social engineering attack. In line with existing literature [53],
our interviews revealed that social engineering attacks, particularly
phishing schemes, are a significant concern within Web3 online
communities. These attacks exploit human psychological factors
like curiosity, fear, and greed to deceive users into divulging per-
sonal information or assets.

Newer users in these communities are particularly vulnerable
to phishing links, which are often disguised to look like legitimate
information or offers. P17 shared, “I check for airdrop mission infor-
mation on Discord every day, but now there are too many phishing
links that look similar. After clicking on one, I found that the website
page was almost identical to the official website. It’s difficult for me to
determine if it’s real or fake” (P17). More experienced users, while
less susceptible, are not entirely immune. “Frequent community
interaction exposes me to phishing, and I worry about mistakenly
authorizing my wallet on a fake site” (P19).
3Crypto whales are individuals or organizations that own a large amount of a coin or
NFT collection. The size of the holding has to be large enough to cause a ripple effect
on the price of the coin or NFT if the holder sells it all at once [107].

All of the users we interviewed reported encountering phishing
attacks, albeit in different forms. Some scammers impersonate or
even hijack official accounts to disseminate fraudulent information.
Others engage in private messaging, posing as project administra-
tors or tech support and sending seemingly benign links or files.
More advanced forms of these attacks involve inducing users to
download malware that steals sensitive information. The high inci-
dence and evolving sophistication of social engineering attacks in
Web3 online communities are causing users to remain vigilant of
the interactions they engage in within these platforms.

5.4 User Concerns with Off-chain
Cryptocurrency Ecosystem

Although CEXes are not the primary focus for blockchain inter-
action, they maintain a significant role within the broader Web3
ecosystem, often boasting higher trading volumes than DeFi mar-
kets. Despite being overseen by centralized institutions, our in-
terviewees voiced concerns related to potential CEXes collapse,
regulatory compliance, illegal asset transactions, and privacy leaks.

CEXes collapse. The collapse of CEXes involves the sudden cessa-
tion of their operations due to a variety of factors, including capital
chain disruptions, security breaches, and investor pullouts. The
closure of these platforms can result in irrecoverable losses for
users. All interviewees displayed little worry for the security of
major, high-volume CEXes like Binance. Concerns were primarily
directed toward smaller exchanges with limited user bases. “There
are frequent news reports of exchanges suddenly closing, resulting in
the loss of user assets. I worry about whether such an issue could occur
on the exchange I use” (P06). Personal experience also heightened
concerns for some; P13 recounted an instance where an exchange
he used declared bankruptcy. Although he was able to transfer their
assets within a limited timeframe, the experience left him more
apprehensive. Even with regulatory safeguards in place, the pos-
sibility remains that users may not be able to recover their assets
should an exchange collapse.

Compliance supervision. CEXes must adhere to various local
and international regulations to maintain legal operations. Non-
compliance can lead to severe consequences, including operational
bans. In countries with strict crypto regulations like China, this
creates an additional layer of concern for users. “One of my friends
was investigated in the past. I don’t know if that could happen to
me one day, or if there would be any legal measures taken against
me” (P04). Users also questioned the security risks of using net-
work proxies to circumvent regional restrictions. “Due to regional
restrictions, I have to use a network proxy to interact with CEXes.
I’m not sure if this increases my security risks” (P08). A prevailing
concern among interviewees was the possibility of CEXes shutting
down due to regulatory constraints. “In the past, due to Singapore’s
cryptocurrency regulation, FTX went bankrupt. This kind of thing has
certainly happened more than once. If my funds were there, the loss
would be severe” (P02). Regulatory compliance issues thus stand as
a significant concern among our respondents regarding CEXes.

Illegal asset transactions. Despite regulatory safeguards, the risk
of illegal asset transactions persists within CEXes. This risk poses
significant legal and financial repercussions for innocent users who
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may inadvertently transact with such assets. Interviewees indicated
that concerns were relatively low but present. A couple of respon-
dents were particularly worried, citing anecdotes from friends who
had faced issues. “If the counterparty you’re transacting with seeks
to exchange illegal funds, there’s little you can do to prevent it. Even
if you’ve done nothing wrong, your assets may still be frozen” (P20).
While not widespread, the concern about illegal asset transactions
remains a notable issue among a subset of users.

Personal privacy leakage. The necessity for users to undergo KYC
identity verification at CEXes has raised privacy concerns among
our interviewees. These CEXes require a wide array of personal
information—ranging from government-issued identification to con-
tact details—creating a vulnerability for potential data leakage and
consequent privacy compromise. Though none of our interviewees
had directly experienced any security breaches, they still reported a
high level of discomfort surrounding the KYC process. This unease
stems primarily from fears about the potential future misuse of
their personal data. P02 encapsulated these concerns, “While I’m
safe at the moment, exposing my personal information makes me
worry about what’s really going to happen in the future” (P02). For
Chinese users, strict regulations intensify these concerns, raising
fears about potential government actions. “If someone reports me,
I feel like it will be easy to find me in the real world based on the
personal information I uploaded on the centralized exchange” (P08).
This sentiment highlights a broader issue of trust and the tension
between regulatory compliance and individual privacy.

6 MITIGATION STRATEGIES FOR DIFFERENT
CONCERNS (RQ2)

Our study also uncovers the various mitigation strategies that
users employ to address their security concerns in the Web3 ecosys-
tem. These strategies have been organized into four overarching
categories: risk assessment, risk aversion, risk diversification, and
risk acceptance, each detailed in Figure 2. These categories align
with specific security concerns they are designed to mitigate. In the
following sections, we will delve into how users implement these
strategies to address the diverse security concerns they face.

6.1 Risk Assessment
Risk assessment is a common mitigation strategy employed by
respondents to reduce the financial risks associated with engaging
in a new project. With little initial understanding of the project’s
landscape, users often find themselves confronted with an array of
potential security risks such as rug pulls, unreliable smart contracts,
and more. To mitigate these challenges, users typically engage in a
multi-faceted risk assessment that involves four specific methods:
open-source consultation, undergoing product trials, code reviews,
and soliciting community advice.

Open-source consultation. Users frequently resort to open-source
information and tools to assess the reliability and professionalism
of blockchain systems and DApps when faced with ambiguous se-
curity implications. Trusted sources typically include white papers,
team profiles, and financial statements. As P07 noted, “The reliabil-
ity of a project’s technology may be enhanced if one of its founding
team members has prior experience working at a market leader such
as Binance” (P07). Respondents with financial backgrounds often

assess a project’s credibility based on its investors, “If Binance is an
investor in the project, it is likely to be reliable due to the rigorous and
thorough review process employed by such a large company” (P04).
Additionally, open-source tools such as revoking access and detect-
ing vulnerabilities in smart contracts provide extra security layers,
as P13 put it, “Before interacting with a smart contract, I can input
the contract into a vulnerability detection tool for analysis, saving
me the effort of manually checking for vulnerabilities” (P13). Par-
ticipants perceive open-source consultation as a valuable tool for
understanding a project’s technical prowess.

Product trial. Product trials in Web3 DApps help users address
concerns about rug pulls and multi-platform operations. These tri-
als offer a hands-on assessment of a project’s operational flow and
underlying mechanisms. P19 described the experiences of product
trials with a small amount of assets for avoiding rug pulls, “First, use
a small amount of money to experience and see if there is anything
unreasonable in the business logic of this project” (P19). Technical
users utilize testnets [89] to safely experiment without affecting
real assets. “The test tokens used during the testing phase have no
impact on the real tokens in the official version, so you can try them
with confidence” (P12). In the context of multi-platform collabora-
tion, users also adopt this approach to enhance their proficiency
in complex operations. “Repeat the operation between multiple plat-
forms several times. If there are no problems, you will feel more at
ease” (P13). Product trials offer respondents an early understanding
of the project’s working principles, reducing unease during formal
funding interactions due to unfamiliarity.

Code review. A more technical approach to risk assessment in-
volves code reviews, which are predominantly conducted by users
with a technical background. This strategy aims to validate the
project’s business logic and functionality, “The project’s business
logic, transaction strategy, and all operations involving user trans-
actions can be verified by checking the code for issues” (P05). Users
also mentioned that continuous verification is essential as projects
might switch codes, “Always verify the contract before finalizing a
transaction, as unscrutinized changes by the project team could lead to
unintended asset authorization” (P09). Respondents with technical
backgrounds find code reviews beneficial in identifying potential
security risks, enabling them to avoid risky projects.

Seeking community advice. Users often seek community input
to mitigate uncertainties, especially those related to rug pulls and
social engineering attacks. Users post their questions in online com-
munities or consult with trusted individuals on social media. As
P16 put it, “If I come across a new project and I’m uncertain about its
security, I will go to Discord and inquire if anyone is familiar with this
project, if anyone has used it, and what their impressions are” (P16).
Positive feedback from other community members can significantly
alleviate users’ concerns about this project. Similarly, when respon-
dents encountered suspected social engineering attacks in online
communities, they sought help from others. “When uncertain about
an airdrop, I check community feedback. Shared experiences often
reveal if it’s a phishing attempt” (P17). Seeking community advice,
according to the respondents, provides insights into the project’s
development and community activity, both crucial indicators of
project credibility.
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Figure 2: Mitigation strategies for different concerns. This matrix elucidates the relationship between users’ security concerns
and specific mitigation strategies. The matrix’s initial row enumerates ten distinct strategies (M01 to M10), and the terminal
column outlines the security concerns that each measure is equipped to mitigate. These ten strategies have been classified into
four primary types, each symbolized by a unique icon: □ risk assessment, ♦ risk aversion, ⃝ risk diversification, and ▲ risk
acceptance. Indeed, multiple mitigation strategies can address a single security concern, and conversely, a single strategy may
tackle multiple concerns.

6.2 Risk Aversion
Risk aversion encompasses a set of proactive strategies aimed at
avoiding potential security risks. These strategies are especially
relevant when the perceived threats are significant or their scope
is indeterminate. Respondents adopt this approach to eliminate the
risks associated with engaging in uncertain projects. The mitigation
strategies include four practices: trusting the market leader, follow-
ing news and communities, storing tokens in off-chain CEXes, and
psychological management.

Trusting the market leader. This strategy allows users to mitigate
risks across various layers, including the blockchain system, Web3
DApps, and the off-chain cryptocurrency ecosystem. Users often
opt to interact only with established projects that have demon-
strated security reliability. In this study, market leaders refer to
blockchain platforms or DApp protocols with the highest TVL, or
CEXes with the greatest market share [66], which are preferred
for their substantial user base and verified security. “The most well-
known projects with the largest number of users are usually pioneers
in their field. Their continued existence in the market and resilience
against attacks demonstrate their technical proficiency” (P18). Several
respondents (7 out of 21) also emphasized their confidence in these
market leaders’ capacity for effective emergency responses. “Even

if something goes wrong with such a project, users are likely to receive
better compensation because these companies are not short on funds”
(P02). Across the board, respondents deemed this a straightforward
yet effective risk mitigation approach.

Following news and communities. This strategy mainly targets
the risk of “rug pulls” in Web3 DApps and security vulnerabilities
linked to off-chain CEXes. Users rely on news platforms for timely
and comprehensive updates on anomalous market states, evolving
project developments, and pertinent regulatory guidelines. This
information allows users to stay abreast of market fluctuations and
respond promptly to prevent loss . “These news platforms can publish
news very quickly. They serve as a centralized information platform,
which is more convenient than visiting individual project websites
for information” (P06). Community discussions were highlighted as
another critical real-time information source by respondents. “Com-
munity members often promptly report project anomalies, offering a
faster alert system than news outlets, which face delays due to edito-
rial processes” (P11). Keeping informed with community insights
and news updates could effectively provide a keen awareness to
users of emerging risks under discussion.

Storing tokens in off-chain CEXes. Storing tokens in off-chain
CEXes serves as a countermeasure against risks like unauthorized
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wallet access within Web3 DApps and social engineering threats.
By keeping assets off-chain, users mitigate the risks tied to on-
chain interactions. “This way, even if I am attacked or my wallet
is stolen, I will not lose anything” (P14). Users also apply this ap-
proach to evade social engineering attacks. “Phishing links target
the funds in my wallet, so as long as I keep them off-chain, they are
relatively safe” (P15). Respondents cited the centralized nature of
CEXes as a contributing factor to their sense of security. “It’s like
keeping funds in a bank. It’s less risky than storing them in the digital
wallet” (P16). Participants believe that through centralized fund
management, security concerns in decentralized networks have
been mitigated effectively.

Psychological management. This measure primarily aims to man-
age risks stemming from human factors such as impulsiveness, cu-
riosity, greed, and other psychological factors. Respondents pointed
out that psychological disposition plays a significant role in sus-
ceptibility to scams. “I used to believe it purely out of impulsiveness
when I saw a well-promoted project, thinking that I could really make
a lot of money, but in the end, I found out that it was a scam planned
by the project party” (P16). Subsequent restraint of impulsive ten-
dencies has helped to reduce unnecessary risks. “You must avoid
greed and not assume that good things will happen to you” (P12).
Regarding phishing links, respondents concurred that avoiding
the impulse to click unfamiliar links is generally sufficient to mit-
igate the threats. “Phishing links are indiscriminate attacks. Those
who are not driven by curiosity can completely avoid being attacked”
(P07). The interviewees agreed that managing their psychology can
largely prevent falling into traps.

6.3 Risk Diversification
Risk diversification is a mitigation strategy that involves dispersing
assets across multiple projects or savings methods. This tactic aims
to minimize the impact of a security breach or financial loss in any
single project or wallet. To this end, respondents employ diverse
investment and asset management approaches.

Portfolio strategy. Adapting principles from traditional financial
investment [42], respondents use portfolio strategy to minimize
financial loss, particularly those caused by Web3 DApps security
risks. This approach consists of allocating assets across a range of
DApp projects so that any loss incurred in one project associated
with security issues such as rug pull and smart contract mechan-
ical vulnerabilities remains within acceptable limits. “investment
inevitably involves financial losses. At such times, it’s crucial to ensure
that your losses are bearable” (P02). In addition to investing funds
in different projects, managing funds in different wallets is also a
measure of risk diversification. “If you’re concerned about potential
security risks in a new project, simply create a new wallet and store
only enough gas fees for interaction” (P15).

Diversification is not merely a financial tactic but a comprehen-
sive risk mitigation approach. It allows for more resilient asset
management in the face of both financial volatility and potential
security breaches. By diversifying assets across multiple projects
or platforms, respondents are able to ensure that even if a secu-
rity issue occurs on one project or platform, it will not have an
uncontrollable and unbearable impact on the entire portfolio.

Respondents agree that the portfolio strategy, a key aspect of
risk diversification, is effective in mitigating security concerns asso-
ciated with Web3 DApps. This strategy’s efficacy lies in its capacity
to distribute risk, thereby insulating the entire portfolio from the
adverse effects of a single project’s failure. However, while portfo-
lio diversification can reduce risk, it does not eradicate it entirely.
The strategy’s success is contingent upon careful project selection
and ongoing portfolio monitoring. Thus, despite the perceived ef-
ficacy of the portfolio strategy, maintaining vigilance in project
engagement is essential.

6.4 Risk Acceptance
Risk acceptance is a strategy acknowledging and bearing certain
risks and their potential outcomes. This approach becomes rele-
vant when respondents face financial security risks that are either
uncontrollable or challenging to mitigate.

Doing nothing. A number of interviewees recognized that some
risks, such as rug pulls and smart contract vulnerabilities at the
Web3 DApp layer, as well as regulatory and security risks in the off-
chain cryptocurrency ecosystem, are largely outside their sphere
of influence. For instance, concerning rug pulls, they noted that
despite conducting thorough due diligence, it’s possible to still fall
victim to malicious actions by the project’s operators. “If I have
carefully checked the relevant information before participating and
still encounter the rug pull, then I can do nothing but bear the loss
because I can not control the project parties’ behavior” (P21).

Further, nearly one-third of respondents (8 out of 21) feel pow-
erless over CEXes’ unpredictability. “If the exchange is shut down
due to compliance issues, we ordinary users have nothing to do” (P02).
They also noted that they have no protection against receiving
illegal assets on CEXes. “When you choose to conduct C2C transac-
tions with a user, you have no way of knowing whether the funds
they transfer to you are legal. You can only bear the consequences
yourself” (P19). Regarding the issue of personal privacy leakage
that may be caused by CEXes’ KYC certification, one respondent
who is worried about this chose to accept it after weighing the
benefits and privacy leakage. “The privacy I provided has already
been leaked in the network environment outside the blockchain, so
here I choose to accept the possible risks for the sake of profit” (P02).

This approach of “doing nothing” isn’t so much a strategy as
it is an acknowledgment of the limitations individuals face in the
context of broader systemic risks.While it does not offer an effective
solution, it does provide a realistic perspective on risk management
in a landscape marked by uncertainties and complexities.

7 DISCUSSION
Our research explores user perceptions of Web3 security issues
and associated mitigation strategies. In this section, we first discuss
a more general taxonomy of Web3 user security concerns, and how
users perceive them. Then, we discuss how Web3 users behave dif-
ferently thanWeb2 users in terms of security awareness. Finally, we
discuss how stakeholders should address these security challenges
when designing future applications.
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7.1 Source of Security Issue in Web3 Ecosystem
Building on the analysis of user security concerns in the previous
section, we categorize these concerns into three primary sources:
technical security, regulatory security, and human-induced security,
as outlined in Figure 3. Technical security issues arise from factors
such as blockchain system centralization, smart contract vulnerabil-
ities, and multi-platform coordination in Web3 DApps. Regulatory
security pertains to legal considerations affecting asset security,
including compliance and the legality of off-chain transactions.
Human-induced security involves risks generated by individual
actions, often exploiting existing vulnerabilities. This categoriza-
tion aims to illuminate the varying levels of user awareness and
perception across these different types of security risks.

7.1.1 Technical Security Concerns. Our findings indicate that tech-
nical security is generally not a primary concern for most users,
save for a few who have specialized technical backgrounds. The
intricacy of blockchain technology often serves as a high barrier
to understanding for lay users, leading to blind spots and render-
ing some users less aware of specific security risks inherent in the
system. Our results are consistent with prior studies, for example,
Wang et al. [99] found that some users remain unaware of “sand-
wich attacks” due to a lack of technical expertise. Gao et al. [32]
also highlighted the cognitive challenges non-technical users face
in understanding intricate technical concepts.

The limited technical understanding of many users can inadver-
tently lead them to underestimate the potential security threats
tied to blockchain platforms. For instance, some may hold the false
belief that assets stored on well-known blockchain platforms are in-
herently secure, while not fully comprehending the risks associated
with flawed smart contract designs. Although some users may be
aware that smart contracts, once deployed, cannot be altered, they
may not be cognizant of the fact that upgrades can be made through
various mechanisms such as proxy contracts, logic contracts, and
storage contracts. Such gaps in understanding provide avenues for
malicious actors to exploit vulnerabilities, especially during the
upgrade process, thereby posing financial risks to users.

The gap in technical understanding among general users raises
important questions for both developers and educators in the Web3
space. As blockchain technology continues to mature, making it
more accessible and comprehensible for ordinary users becomes
increasingly important.

7.1.2 Regulatory Security Concerns. Regulatory security issues
are predominantly a concern within the off-chain cryptocurrency
ecosystem, particularly with CEXes. CEXes operate under stringent
regulations and must obtain proper authorization from regulatory
bodies in their jurisdiction. These regulations often include com-
pliance with counter-terrorism financing, KYC, and anti-money
laundering (AML) protocols [14, 55].

Failure to adhere to these regulations can lead to serious con-
sequences for CEXes, such as increased scrutiny from authorities
or even bankruptcy. As outlined in Section 5.4, users trading on
these platforms are thereby exposed to substantial risks, ranging
from asset freezing to total loss. High-profile cases, like the collapse
of the FTX exchange, serve as cautionary tales, underscoring the
gravity of these risks [7, 31].

Despite the stringent implementation of KYC and AML protocols
designed to identify and curb suspicious activities, these systems are
not foolproof. Users can still face the risk of unwittingly receiving
illegal assets. For example, a user selling cryptocurrency on a CEX
might unintentionally receive assets that were acquired through
illegal means by the buyer, risking the subsequent freezing of the
assets. Our study found that although this issue is a concern for
users, there was a consensus among respondents that effective
solutions are difficult to find, a finding shown in Section 6.4.

The concerns around regulatory security underscore the need
for ongoing dialogue between CEXes, regulators, and users. On one
hand, CEXes could benefit from adopting more robust risk man-
agement measures and providing clearer communication about po-
tential risks. On the other hand, regulatory bodies should consider
the implications of stringent regulations that might unintentionally
expose users to heightened risk.

7.1.3 Human-Induced Security Concerns. Human factors emerged
as a central theme in the security concerns articulated by our in-
terviewees. Specifically, the focus was primarily on rug pulls or-
chestrated by Web3 DApps’ project parties and social engineering
attacks that occur in online communities. These issues intensify
the security risks surrounding user assets, primarily because of the
unpredictability and uncontrollability inherent in human behavior.

For instance, rug pulls in the context of aWeb3 DApp involve the
malicious intent of project owners who may unexpectedly abscond
with investor funds. As discussed in Sections 5.2 and 6.4, this issue
garnered significant attention among interviewees, all of whom
had taken steps to mitigate against such risks. The unpredictable
nature of rug pulls poses a challenge in risk assessment, as investors
cannot easily determine the likelihood of such events. Previous
studies have corroborated the frequency and severity of rug pulls
within the DeFi investment landscape, urging investors to exercise
caution [2, 16, 21].

Similarly, social engineering attacks also fall under the realm
of unpredictable and uncontrollable human behavior. Such attacks
can be executed without requiring direct user involvement and
use a range of tactics to deceive users. Section 5.3 elaborates on
how interviewees reported the prevalence of phishing links within
online communities, an observation supported by existing litera-
ture [4, 9, 105]. However, our respondents were actively seeking
countermeasures to protect themselves, as detailed in Section 6.

These findings suggest that the Web3 community could benefit
from targeted educational efforts addressing human-induced secu-
rity concerns, alongside the development of trust mechanisms or
vetting processes for Web3 projects. Additionally, since the unpre-
dictability of human behavior presents a constant risk, tools, and
services that empower users to make informed decisions could be
vital in enhancing overall security within the Web3 ecosystem.

7.1.4 The Influence of User Background Diversity on Security Per-
ception. Our findings indicate that there are differences in security
perceptions between non-technical participants (P02, P04, P06, P08,
P10, P14, P17, P19) and others with a technical background or ex-
perience. These differences underscore the potential influence of
user background on their security awareness within Web3.

Non-technical users often have a limited understanding of se-
curity risks, leading to potential blind spots. Despite this, some
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Figure 3: Taxonomy of Security Concerns. The first row of the matrix lists the specific user security concerns we identified
in Section 5. The second row delineates the correlation between the user security concerns and the source of security issues.
The three symbols employed here signify three distinct categories of security issue sources: • technical security, ★ regulatory
security, and ▼ human-induced security.

of them appear to have little interest in expanding their knowl-
edge. P14, as referenced in Section 5.2, believes that technically
proficient individuals always verify smart contracts, implying the
contract already deployed in the chain is problem-free. However,
she overlooks potential risks, such as reentrancy attacks and other
exploitations [28]. P02 and P10 were confident that hackers targeted
the crypto whales but not them, thereby ignoring the importance
of smart contract code security.

This is in sharp contrast to the technology-centric view, for ex-
ample, P05, which attributes all issues to smart contract code and
advocates for code review as a mitigation strategy. Nevertheless,
a disproportionate focus on coding practices can lead to a neglect
of code low-related security concerns, such as vulnerabilities to
social engineering attacks, resulting in a broader spectrum of se-
curity challenges. P01, P12, and P15 believe that if no loopholes
are found in the contract code before participating in the project,
there is a high probability that there will be less serious security
problems later. But this seems to have weakened their vigilance
against security risks led by human factors such as rug pull.

The emergence of such instances within our research highlights
the necessity of understanding differences in users’ security per-
ceptions. This exploration can guide the development of more ef-
fective user education programs and security policies. Informed
by the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) [18], the Availability
Heuristic [13], and theories of Overconfidence Bias and Optimism
Bias [84], we formulate three hypotheses within this context:

• H1: A positive correlation exists between users’ technical
expertise and their comprehension of security risks.

• H2: A positive correlation exists between users’ concerns
about security risks and the number of attacks they have
experienced in the past.

• H3: A negative correlation exists between users’ trust in
technology and their awareness of potential risks.

These hypotheses could provide an initial point for a quantita-
tive investigation into this critical aspect of the Web3 ecosystem
to further verify the understanding of the security perception of
diverse users.

7.2 Contrasting User-Perceived Security Issues
in Web2 and Web3 Environments

Our investigation into Web3’s user-perceived security concerns
reveals issues unique to its decentralized architecture, contrast-
ing with the centralized Web2. While Web2 has been subject to
comprehensive scrutiny—covering security vulnerabilities rang-
ing from real-world privacy leaks [8] to social engineering at-
tacks [80]—Web3 introduces its unique array of challenges. These
security issues are not mere extensions of their Web2 counterparts;
rather, they are fundamentally distinct, driven by Web3’s unique
architecture and user interaction dynamics. As a result, a nuanced,
comparative exploration between these two platforms becomes im-
perative. Such a study will not only illuminate why some security
strategies that are effective in the Web2 world might be inadequate
for Web3 but will also inspire Web3-specific security frameworks.
This section is committed to dissecting these disparities, thereby
enriching our understanding of the rapidly changing security land-
scapes within the Web3 sphere. Our comparison primarily focuses
on two dimensions: their intrinsic nature, characterized by central-
ization in Web2 versus decentralization in Web3, and their oper-
ational mechanisms, typically monolithic in Web2 as opposed to
fragmented in Web3.

Disparities in ecosystem characteristics and their security impli-
cations. One of the most striking differences between Web2 and
Web3 resides in the core architecture of their ecosystems: Web2 is
centralized, while Web3 is decentralized [108]. This fundamental
distinction causes a marked shift in user priorities concerning se-
curity. In the Web2 domain, the primary concern is the protection
of personal data. Conversely, in Web3 environments, users tend to
prioritize asset security over data privacy.

WithinWeb2 platforms, users often find their data centralized on
servers managed by major tech companies like Google, Facebook,
and YouTube. These platforms lure users with free services, sub-
sequently amassing considerable stores of identity and behavioral
data. Such centralization increases the risk of unauthorized data
usage and privacy violations. Contrastingly, Web3, which is built
on the foundation of blockchain technology, eliminates the need for
a centralized authority to manage user data and assets [112]. This
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decentralization places the responsibility for data and asset man-
agement squarely on the users themselves. While on-chain transac-
tions are pseudonymous, providing some level of privacy, this is
contingent on not linking blockchain addresses to real identities.
Nevertheless, as indicated in Section 5, off-chain cryptocurrency
systems still pose potential risks to personal privacy.

Asset security, which often is not perceived as the most serious
risk by users in Web2 due to protective mechanisms provided by
centralized institutions like banks, gains prominence in Web3. Sec-
tion 5 lists twelve security concerns, of which all but one (“Personal
privacy leakage”, focusing on off-chain personal privacy) directly
relate to asset security. InWeb2, users can seek institutional support
for security issues like social engineering attacks, whereas Web3
users must independently handle security. Although some cryp-
tocurrency platforms can blacklist fraudulent transactions, such
actions are generally reactive and not consistently available for
all users. Thus, Web3 users are compelled to devise their security
strategies, a challenge distinct from Web2 experiences. This situa-
tion intensifies user concerns about asset security, highlighting an
urgent need for innovative, Web3-specific security solutions.

Disparities in operational workflows and their security implica-
tions. Centralization and decentralization bring about contrasting
operational workflows in Web2 and Web3 platforms. Web2 is typi-
cally characterized by a monolithic, server-client architecture [71].
This architecture centralizes services like search, social networking,
and transactions into one platform, simplifying the user experience,
and thus negating the need for users to hop between multiple plat-
forms. In contrast, Web3’s decentralized nature leads to fragmented
services [103] that often necessitate multi-platform collaboration
to accomplish end-to-end operational processes.

This fragmentation in Web3 adds layers of complexity to user
operations. For example, in Web2, a user can seamlessly move from
product selection to payment and customer service within a single
e-commerce platform. The platform automates various steps such
as navigation and data caching. In Web3, tasks like DeFi interac-
tions involve more intricate steps and multiple platforms. Users not
only need to manage assets through digital wallets and purchase
coins from exchanges but also engage in complex operations like
smart contract authorization and cross-chain asset deployment.
Furthermore, the use of native tokens in Web3 DApps necessitates
additional asset management tasks for users.

This fragmented operational landscape inWeb3 introduces unique
security challenges. Users may find themselves navigating a gamut
of risks, from transaction front-running to on-chain asset theft [12],
along with issues such as rug pulls, as discussed in Section 5.2.
Multi-platform collaboration increases the system’s vulnerability,
introducing additional security issues like flash loan attacks. In-
terviewed users voiced their apprehensions about these intricate
workflows and the diverse risks that multi-platform interactions
bring, as explored in detail in Section 5.

Due to the multi-entity collaboration involved in these frag-
mented workflows, security solutions from the Web2 ecosystem
are often not directly translatable to Web3. This operational frag-
mentation gives rise to Web3-specific security concerns, requiring
users to independently devise strategies for mitigating these risks,
as cataloged in Figure 2 in Section 6. As a result, enhancing security

in the Web3 landscape demands bespoke solutions that address its
unique challenges and operational intricacies.

7.3 Design Implications
This section aims to shed light on actionable design considera-
tions for enhancing user security within the multifaceted Web3
ecosystem, which includes blockchain systems,Web3DApps, online
communities, and off-chain cryptocurrency networks. Drawing on
the insights gathered from our empirical study—specifically, those
outlined in Section 6 and Section 7.1—we focus on addressing the
triad of security issues identified: technical deficiencies, regulatory
limitations, and human-induced vulnerabilities.

It is worth mentioning that since previous solutions to the secu-
rity design of digital wallets have been discussed in academia [5, 25,
36, 49], we do not focus on the optimal design of the wallet here.

Reducing technical security issues through education. Our research
underscores a shortfall in user understanding of technical security
within the Web3 ecosystem, often leading to misplaced confidence
and the overlooking of potential risks. For instance, the intricacies
of smart contract revocation are often misunderstood. Bridging this
gap requires educational initiatives from ecosystem stakeholders
to improve user awareness and security issue comprehension.

Developers of blockchain systems could go beyond mere doc-
umentation to deliver technical security insights in user-friendly
formats, such as easy-to-digest video animations. By incentivizing
user engagement with these educational resources, developers can
empower users with a better grasp of both the risks and possible
mitigation strategies. Meanwhile, operators of Web3 DApps could
offer comprehensive yet accessible introductory guides that spell
out potential security risks, complemented by real-time prompts
highlighting specific interactions where risks could emerge. Finally,
community leaders could enhance technical education by hosting
online seminars featuring knowledgeable users who can elucidate
technical security aspects, thereby fostering a community-centered
learning environment conducive to mutual assistance.

Reducing regulatory security issues through information dissemi-
nation. As detailed in Section 7.1, users often find themselves with
limited avenues for addressing security challenges emanating from
regulatory constraints. The influence of external regulatory bodies
severely curtails the effectiveness of any user-initiated preventative
measures. According to our findings in Section 6, users frequently
resort to staying updated through news outlets as their primary
strategy, using such real-time information to make timely decisions,
such as asset transfers. In light of this, the subsequent discussion
emphasizes the critical role various stakeholders can play in miti-
gating these challenges.

News portals can significantly contribute by expanding the scope
and channels of information dissemination to ensure timely, wide-
spread access. For example, users could opt-in to specific CEXes-
related updates delivered through a plethora of mediums—be it
news platforms, email notifications, or official social media accounts
like Twitter. Additionally, the introduction of innovative presen-
tation formats, such as expert analyses and opinion pieces, can
help deepen user comprehension of the implications of regulatory
changes, thereby enabling more informed decision-making.
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On the other hand, CEXes have a responsibility to offer users
actionable emergency plans from the get-go. These plans should be
easily accessible. CEXes should also maintain active, transparent
communication, especially during the preliminary stages of any
regulatory implementations. This could include publishing regular
updates and statements, as well as sending multiple reminders to
users. The aim is to prevent users from missing critical information
that could impact the security of their assets.

Reducing human-induced security issues through risk detection.
Human-induced security risks pose a significant concern for users
navigating the Web3 ecosystem. The inherent unpredictability and
uncontrollability associated with human behavior make these risks
particularly challenging to manage. Timely detection and alerts, or
even direct mitigation of these risks at their origin, could signifi-
cantly alleviate user concerns. Existing literature on risk detection
systems [64, 110] mainly focuses on platforms other than DApps
or online communities. This discussion, therefore, turns its lens
on the potential for implementing risk-detection plugins within
DApps and online communities, offering a fresh viewpoint on risk
management in these environments.

For Web3 DApps, developers could explore the integration of
specialized plugins designed to identify vulnerabilities and poten-
tial security threats. These plugins would be capable of interpreting,
monitoring, and auditing both smart contract code and on-chain
data. Upon identifying red flags, such as sudden spikes in token
sales from the developers or tokens that can be bought but not
sold, these plugins could automatically notify users through the
interface or send background notifications. This could enhance user
response and reduce the need for manual transaction checks, miti-
gating the impact of security breaches. Similarly, online community
administrators could also embed risk detection mechanisms within
their platforms. For example, a plugin could automatically scan and
assess the risk level of external links shared within the community.
If high-risk links, such as phishing schemes, are detected, the plugin
could block them at the source, preventing further dissemination
and thereby increasing the overall security of the platform.

8 CONCLUSION
In this study, we introduce a user interaction framework of theWeb3
ecosystem. Utilizing this as a foundation, we delve into the security
concerns of users corresponding to each layer of the framework
and their respective countermeasures to mitigate security risks.
Our comprehensive exploration illuminates users’ perception of
security within the Web3 ecosystem, thereby offering valuable
insights corresponding to security which could potentially steer
the evolution of the various programs within the Web3 landscape.
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A SAMPLE LIST FOR SOURCES OF
INFORMATION

We have listed examples of the three types of information sources
respectively in Table 3. For the first category, officially linked arti-
cles, we provide three examples identified from the “Introduction
to Web3” section on “ethereum.org”. We have added hyperlinks to
these information sources in the table. The second category encom-
passes on-chain Web3 DApps. Here list of several DApp instances
sourced from the official Ethereum website. The third category
comprises community-based user discussions, exemplified by user
comments obtained from the Discord channel.

B FRAMEWORK DEVELOPMENT AND
ITERATION

Initially, we employed deductive coding to delineate five pre-
established themes, and then inductive coding to recognize four
principal user interaction scenarios. Subsequently, we validated the
justifiability of these scenarios via a literature review. The frame-
work’s refinement was achieved through an iterative process of
discussion and amendment, collaboratively undertaken by two re-
searchers.

Deductive Coding: In software engineering, interaction mod-
eling involves various elements such as the end-user, interaction
object, association, message, and information [85]. Building on this,
we identified five themes describing user interactions in the Web3
ecosystem: behavioral interaction, informational interaction, inter-
action objects, interaction tools, and interaction stakeholders. Given
the possibility of overlapping insights from different information
sources, we streamlined our findings after completing the coding.
Redundant codes were eliminated, and the remaining ones were
organized hierarchically based on inter-code relationships. An ex-
ample coding scheme can be found in Figure 4.

Inductive Coding: After identifying the “interaction object”
through deductive coding, we used an inductive approach to analyze
their correlations and discern interrelationships. Subsequently, we
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Table 3: Sample List for Sources of Information. We have listed examples of the three types of information sources respectively:
officially linked articles, on-chain Web3 DApps, and community-based user discussions.

Source of Information Sample of Selected Information Source

Officially Linked Articles

Introduction to Web3
What is Web3? The Decentralized Internet of the Future Explained
Making Sense of Web 3
Why Decentralization Matters
The Web3 Landscape
The Web3 Debate

On-chain Web3 DApps

Lending and borrowing: Aave, Compound, Oasis
Exchanges: Uniswap, Curve, Loopring
Liquid staking: Lido, Ankr
Bridges: Multichain, Rubic
NFT marketplaces: OpenSea, SuperRare, Rarible

Community-based
User Discussions

User 2023/08/11 17:16 Yesterday tried to make a swap in the Arbitrum network
from USDC.e to ETH, Swap showed tx 20$+ Normally, this operation takes max
0.2$ on Sushi/DefiLlama/other Dexes
User 2023/08/23 10:52 MetaMask is primarily a browser-based wallet optimized for
Ethereum dApp interactions, while Trust Wallet is a mobile-first, multi-chain wallet
with broader cryptocurrency support and integration with Binance. It depends on
your requirements.
User 2023/08/24 14:11 Hi I’m looking for Uniswap contract address on Avalanche.
It’s not on this page: https://docs.uniswap.org/contracts/v3/reference/deployments
Does anyone know where I can find it? Thanks!

Figure 4: A Case of Coding Scheme. On Uniswap’s homepage, 1) “Discord” is encoded as an “interaction object”. 2) Click the
link to enter the Uniswap channel in Discord, and encode the “discussions of other users” in the channel into information
content, which is a type of “interaction object”. 3) Encode “other users” as a type of “interaction stakeholder”. 4) Encode “post
comments” as a type of “behavioral interaction”. When no coding theme that meets the five preset categories can be found on
the page, the next specific information source is changed.
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identified four principal interaction scenarios between users and the
Web3 ecosystem: blockchain system, Web3 DApp, online community,
and off-chain cryptocurrency ecosystem.

In order to confirm the strong consistency between academic
discussions of Web3 interactive objects and our observational find-
ings, we conducted a literature review using the keywords search
method on Google Scholar. We employed the keyword search, uti-
lizing at least one of the following terms: “Web3”, “blockchain
system”, “decentralized application”, “DApp”, “community”, “off-
chain interaction”, “CEX”, “Decentralized finance”, “user behavior”,
“interaction behavior”, “apply scenario”, “interaction scenario”. This
approach led us to pertinent academic research that aligns with the
four interaction scenarios we identified, as outlined in Table 4.

Subsequently, two researchers collaboratively conceived an ini-
tial idea for a preliminary Web3 user interaction framework based
on the coding results. This initial framework underwent an iterative
refinement process, involving cycles of discussions and modifica-
tions until consensus was reached on the framework’s structure
and details.

C EXCLUSION METHOD
Before conducting the interviews, we lead potential participants
to answer the following questions to determine whether they have
interacted with and experienced the Web3 ecosystem.

• Are you familiar with blockchain technology?
• Could you briefly describe your understanding of Web3?
• When did you come into contact with Web3?
• Have you ever used any Web3 applications? Could you list
them simply?

• Have you ever purchased or traded cryptocurrencies or
NFTs?

We employed the exclusion method, where users who expressed
interest but were completely unfamiliar with our research question
were excluded. However, potential participants with less experience
and gradual exposure toWeb3 will be retained because our research
is based on users with varying experiences, not users with no
experience at all.

D INTERVIEW PROTOCOL

D.1 Personal Information
1. Which country are you from?
2. What is your age range?
3. What is your occupation/area of expertise?

D.2 Basic Behavior and Experience
1. Please briefly talk about your understanding of web3.
2. When did you start contacting the Web3 project?
2.1. How did you learn about this project?
2.2. Whatwas yourmotivation for participating in the project?

3. What blockchain platforms or Web3 application experience
have you used? (the first and most recent one)
3.1. Why use it? How did you learn about it?
3.2. Which one is used most often?

4. Please give examples of the functions you used in these
platforms or applications. What are the most frequently used
functions?
4.1. Which function is the most frequently used one?
4.2. What needs do these functions meet for you?
4.3. What is the frequency of use?

5. For the Web3 project you mentioned earlier, can you tell me
why you chose it from similar products? What factors have
you considered?

6. Which blockchain platform are the Web3 projects you use
based on?
6.1. Will your chosen Web3 project be available on other

blockchains? What other chains can it be used on?
6.2. So why did you choose XXX chain? Why not use other

platforms?
6.3. Are you involved in any other Web3 projects on other

chains?
7. Please think back to your experience when you first partic-

ipated in the Web3 project. What information would you
know in advance before using it?
7.1. What informationwas collected fromwhich sources, and

what decisions did this information allow you to make?
8. Will you take the initiative to understand how the project

works and look for some security suggestions and risk warn-
ing information at the beginning of using it?
8.1. Yes: From what channel? What do you pay the most

attention to, and will this help you in future use?
8.2. No: Why was this information not provided during the

initial engagement?
9. Do you participate in online communities? ( For example, the

forum officially operated by the project, as well as the discord
community, and following social media such as Twitter)
9.1. What do you do in the main community?
9.2. What information will you pay attention to in the com-

munity? How will this information help or impact your
use of Web3 projects?

10. Have you heard about or paid attention to some security
incidents that occurred in blockchain systems or Web3 ap-
plications? Or are you aware of some security risks?

D.3 Security Concerns and Mitigation Strategies
1. How do you define blockchain system and Web3 project se-

curity?What kind of projects do you think can be considered
security?

2. Do you evaluate security before choosing which chain or
Web3 project to participate in?
2.1. How important do you think security is?
2.2. What else will you focus on?

For Blockchain Systems
3. How do you evaluate the security of a blockchain platform?

Please explain with specific examples.
3.1. What kind of blockchain platform is safe in your opin-

ion? What factors make you feel safe? What factors may
cause you to worry about security?
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Table 4: Literature Review of the Web3 Interaction Scenario. The second column lists the titles of pertinent academic literature.
These works are relevant to each interaction scenario, thereby affirming the active engagement of these scenarios within the
current academic discourse.

Interaction Scenarios Title of Related Literature

Blockchain System

Exploring Web3 from the view of blockchain [97]
Decentralization and Web3 technologies [52]
Blockchain based smart contract deployment on Ethereum platform using
Web3.js and solidity [75]

Web3 DApp

Cyclic Arbitrage in Decentralized Exchanges [98]
What Determines the Price of NFTs? [116]
Easing DApp interaction for non-blockchain users from a conceptual modeling
approach [88]

Online Community

Altruistic and profit-oriented: making sense of roles in Web3 community from
airdrop perspective [26]
Immersion in Web3 and DeGen community [78]
Exploring factors influencing community consensus building of Web3 decen-
tralized Apps [106]

Off-chain
Cryptocurrency

Ecosystem

Towards understanding crypto money laundering in Web3 through the lenses
of Ethereum heists [62]
Towards understanding governance tokens in liquidity mining: a case study of
decentralized exchanges [27]
Application and evaluation of payment channel in hybrid decentralized
Ethereum token exchange [63]

4. How secure do you think the blockchain systems you are
currently involved in are? What factors led you to give such
an evaluation?

5. Have you personally experienced blockchain platform secu-
rity issues so far?
5.1. Yes: What security issues were encountered? What are

the consequences? What are the countermeasures?
5.2. No: Are there any security concerns about blockchain

platforms? What exactly? (No worries: Why no worries?)
5.2.1. Why is there such concern?
5.2.2. What did you do to ease your worries? Are the mea-

sures effective?
5.2.3. Will it affect your continued use? What are the rea-

sons for continued use despite concerns?

For Web3 DApps
6. Please tell us how you evaluate the security of aWeb3 project

based on your experience. Please give specific examples.
6.1. What kind of projects do you think are safe? What fac-

tors make you feel safe?
6.2. What factors may cause your security concerns?

7. Do you think your experience so far has been safe?
7.1. Yes: Why do you think so? What factors make you feel

safe?
7.2. No: jump to 8.

8. Have you ever faced security issues?
8.1. Yes: Can you recall what exactly happened?
8.1.1. What are the consequences?
8.1.2. Did the consequences have a big impact on you?
8.1.3. Were you aware of this type of security issue before

this? Did it catch your attention at that time?

8.1.4. Have you taken any measures to address this secu-
rity issue? is it effective?

8.1.5. Have you encountered similar problems after this
experience?

8.2. No: jump to 9.
9. Are there any security concerns in your past use experience?
9.1. What specific security issues are you worried about? (Fi-

nance, personal information, account theft, cyber-attacks)
9.2. What is the level of concern?What are youmost worried

about?
9.3. In which aspect of the project do such concerns appear?
9.4. Why are you worried? Are there any operations, infor-

mation, or some properties of the blockchain itself (con-
sensus mechanism) that make you feel uneasy?

9.5. Do you know what causes your concerns?
9.6. Was this concern present from the beginning or did it

arise as you gained a deeper understanding of the project?
9.7. Is this concern specific to a specific platform or app, or

is it common when you participate in Web3 projects?
10. Are there levels of these concerns you mentioned? Which

worry worries you the most? Why?
11. Regarding the concerns youmentioned, will this affect your

continued use of the Web3 project?
11.1. Yes: Did you give up using it directly, or did you de-

cide not to continue using it after trying to alleviate your
concerns? What are the mitigation measures?

11.2. No: Why do you still choose to use it despite security
concerns? What factors motivate you to continue using?
Are there measures to alleviate concerns?

12. In your past experiences, have you taken any measures to
mitigate the worries you mentioned earlier? Or what did
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you do to prevent yourself from encountering the previous
experience again?
12.1. Yes: What measures have been taken? What exactly

did you do?
12.1.1. Which specific concern is it intended to mitigate?
12.1.2. How did you learn about this solution? It is accu-

mulated through your personal experience and from
the Internet retrieve solutions, or ask others for help?

12.1.3. Is this measure/strategy difficult to implement?
12.1.4. Are concerns effectively mitigated?
12.1.5. Do you know of other solutions (technical, non-

technical)?
12.2. No: Why not take action?
12.2.1. Do you think it is not necessary to take measures?
12.2.2. Will any measures be taken afterward?

13. Did you take mitigation measures for every concern?

For Online Communities
14. Do you think online communities will indirectly bring se-

curity risks to Web3 applications?
14.1. Yes: Please tell us what security risks you are aware of.
14.1.1. Are you worried that you may encounter such a

problem?
14.1.2. Are there any measures to deal with possible secu-

rity issues?

14.1.3. Are the measures effective in protecting your se-
curity? Or has it effectively alleviated your security
concerns?

14.2. No: Do you know that some hackers will conduct phish-
ing activities through online communities, or that some
projects’ official social media accounts will be stolen?

15. What are the characteristics of posts that you consider to
be security risks in online communities?
15.1. What would you do if the project you were using had

such a security risk in the online community?
15.2. Does it affect your continued use? What factors made

you choose to continue using it?
16. 16.1. Are there any measures to deal with possible security

issues?
16.2. Are the measures effective in protecting your security?

Or has it effectively alleviated your security concerns?

For Off-chain Cryptocurrency Ecosystem
17. Do you have any interaction with CEXes?
18. Do there exist any security concerns during this process?

What exactly? Why did it occur?
18.1. Will it affect continued use?
18.2. Are there any measures to deal with possible security

issues?
18.3. Are the measures effective in protecting your security?

Or has it effectively alleviated your security concerns?
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